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ABSTRACT
This editorial introduces how we may begin to analytically study the
shifting terrains of the Europe of Knowledge. Knowledge policies –
higher education, research, and innovation – are integral to many
sectors, and changes in the ways in which knowledge is governed
will inevitably alter the shape and contents of other policy
domains. The contributions of this special issue reveal some of
these shifting patterns by analysing the relationship between
central features of multi-level, multi-actor, and multi-issue policy-
making in the knowledge domain: the ideas that inspire reform,
the institutions tasked to implement the changes, the instruments
adopted for translating ideas into practice, and the diverse
interests of actors with a stake in how knowledge is governed. By
invoking the image of terrains, this special issue is interested in
describing and explaining what happens to the Europe of
Knowledge landscapes when the ‘old’ meets and interacts with
the ‘new’.
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The significance of knowledge policies – higher education, research, and innovation – for
driving European recovery and advancement remains crucial today, nearly 20 years after
the Europe of Knowledge was announced at the supranational-level (European Commis-
sion 1997). Yet the developments towards, as well as in response to, the construction of the
Europe of Knowledge have generally been examined in isolation, across multiple social
science disciplines, and within specific theoretical universe of individual disciplines.
While the ‘research in isolation’ feature can be found on any topic and in any scientific
domain, it is a distinctive hallmark of scholarly research on the Europe of Knowledge
in several ways. First, extant studies tend to focus on the activities of the individual
policy sectors that make up the broader knowledge policy domain. Second, reflecting
divides within individual disciplines, scholars embrace different conceptual and analytical
approaches to examine knowledge policy developments. Our insights into the general
phenomenon are thus trifurcated along disciplinary lines, theoretical debates specific to
each discipline, and across policy sectors; comparative work elevating discussions above
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these divisions is much needed. This is especially challenging for scholarly work on a
phenomenon that impacts, inter alia, how researchers are recruited into universities
and research institutes across Europe, the overall degree structures of higher learning,
and which research is to be funded and considered ‘frontier’. To be sure, the effects of con-
structing the Europe of Knowledge vary, but understanding the processes it steers and the
implications it generates are important for academe and our understanding of politics and
policies in contemporary Europe.

This special issue on ‘The terrains of the Europe of Knowledge’ looks at how European
knowledge policy cooperation configures and reconfigures the evolving political and social
landscapes in the region and those beyond. Knowledge policies are connected to many
sectors, and changes in how knowledge is governed will inevitably alter the shape and con-
tents of other policy domains. The contributions of this special issue reveal some of these
shifting patterns by analysing the relationship between the central features of multi-level,
multi-actor, and multi-issue policy-making in the knowledge domain: the ideas that
inspire reform, the institutions tasked to implement the changes, the instruments
adopted for translating ideas into practice, and the diverse interests of actors with a
stake in how knowledge is governed. All contributions take as a point of departure that
existing policy spaces are filled with at least some ideas, institutions, instruments, and
interests – they may be rudimentary, established, or in transition – concerning the legit-
imate and appropriate form of knowledge policy governance. By invoking the image of
terrains, this special issue is interested in describing and explaining what happens to
the Europe of Knowledge landscapes when the ‘old’ meets and interacts with the ‘new’.
To do so, I will set the foundation for this discussion by describing the evolution of the
Europe of Knowledge and situate this phenomenon within the context of changing
global higher education and research landscapes. The objectives of this editorial are to
begin discussing analytically how we may study the shifting terrains of the Europe of
Knowledge, to highlight key insights the contributions offer, and to invite scholars and
practitioners to join the conversation about the past, present, and future of knowledge
policy cooperation in Europe and around the world.

What is the Europe of Knowledge anyway?

In the European Union (EU) context, the phrase ‘Europe of Knowledge’ is a political term.
It first appeared in 1997, in a Communication that proposed a series of actions the Euro-
pean Commission recommended for reforming internal policies in anticipation of the
Eastern Enlargement (European Commission 1997). Various European policy actors
have since then embraced the phrase for contextualizing their arguments concerning,
inter alia, the role of the university in the transition towards knowledge economy and
society, the importance of knowledge in jumpstarting and sustaining Europe’s competi-
tiveness, as well as the linkage between science and ‘smart’ policy-making.1 The chame-
leon-like quality of the phrase constitutes an additional challenge for those interested in
researching these developments. Following Elken et al. (2011), I define the Europe of
Knowledge as encompassing all policy and coordination efforts concerning the establish-
ment of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area
(ERA).2 Initiatives in these two ‘Areas’ originate from different legal and institutional fra-
meworks and thus have their unique trajectories in European integration history.
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Attending to how these trajectories emerged and changed course over time would reveal
the complex procedures adopted for their implementation, as well as highlight some
empirical and theoretical lacunae yet to be addressed.

While historians may date the developments towards a common higher education area
in Europe to the Middle Ages when universities flourished and scholars travelled across
lands divided by religious politics, the EHEA as discussed today started to take shape
after the Second World War. According to Corbett (2012, 44–45), much of the earlier dis-
cussions revolved around the role of universities in Europe’s reunification. The ideas
expressed concerned how universities should be organized (i.e. as a single European Uni-
versity in which top academics work together, or a federation of European universities, or
special Chairs of European education within European universities), and the functions
higher institutions of learning should perform for reconstruction efforts (i.e. as the train-
ing centres for skilled manpower) (Corbett 2012, 45; cf. Corbett 2003, 2005 for detailed
histories of these discussions). The outcome of these talks was the classic intergovernmen-
tal compromise well known to students of European integration: an ambiguously worded
commitment to create ‘An institution of university status’ in Article 9.2 of the 1957 Treaty
establishing the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM

3). Efforts to create the
European University at the supranational-level soon lost momentum and the task was
given to the Italians in 1961 (see history on the European University Institute in Florence).
Following Neave’s (1984) pronouncement earlier, Pépin (2007, 122) neatly summarized
this development: ‘the word “education” remained “taboo” for almost 20 years at the Com-
munity level’.

Post-war Europe was, however, a hotbed of institutional building and higher education
policy cooperation in Europe simply took place in another framework: the Council of
Europe, ‘an intergovernmental institution judged more suitable for work in these fields
considered as politically sensitive’ (Pépin 2007, 122). Unlike the yet-to-be-established
European Economic Community (EEC), as the EU was then known, the Council of
Europe left the translation of adopted conventions to the sole discretion of its signatories
– a feature that led Ravinet (2010, 356) to characterize it as having limited means and weak
decision-making capacity for European higher education policy cooperation. But it was
within the framework of the Council of Europe, which worked closely with the United
Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) for activities
beyond Europe, that earlier discussions for subsequent EHEA developments were made.
A series of conventions4 urged the signatories within the Council of Europe to recognize,
for instance, periods of study abroad, as well as diplomas and qualifications from another
European country, as equivalent in their own systems. The Council of Europe was also the
initial host for the Standing Conference of Rectors and Vice-Chancellors of the European
Universities – better known by its French acronym, CRE.5 It was the CRE’s merger with
the Confederation of EU Rectors’ Conferences in 2001 that created the European Univer-
sity Association (EUA) – a central actor in the construction of the EHEA (cf. Grosjean
1999 and Nyborg 2014 for a detailed history).

Following the events of May 1968, which spotlighted the importance of higher edu-
cation and good university management to Europe’s overall stability, European policy-
makers increased their coordination in higher education at the supranational-level. The
European ministers of education adopted and implemented two resolutions in the
1970s – the 1971 Resolution on cooperation in the field of education and the 1976
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Resolution to create an action programme in education – that would lead to their 1987
decision to introduce an action scheme for university student mobility, the famous
Erasmus programme. According to Corbett (2009) and Pépin (2007), Community
actions in vocational training provided the needed impetus for higher education policy
cooperation. While European leaders differentiated between higher education and voca-
tional training, seeing the latter as integral to achieving the economic objectives of Euro-
pean integration, the European Court of Justice perceived vocational training as having a
wider scope. Indeed, the Court defined vocational training in the 1985 Gravier ruling as
‘any form of education which prepares for a qualification for a particular profession,
trade or employment or which provides the necessary training and skills for such a pro-
fession, trade or employment’ (European Court of Justice 1985). It was the Court’s
interpretation of the free movement concept – through its rulings on access of migrant
workers’ children to education, non-discrimination between Community nationals, and
the mutual recognition of qualifications – that carved out a legal space for higher edu-
cation policy coordination at the supranational-level. Instead of expanding the suprana-
tional scope for higher education policy cooperation, however, the European leaders
decided to strengthen the intergovernmental dimension – an approach they favour for
sensitive issues (the Schengen arrangement for border control and the Dublin Convention
for asylum seeking are two such examples prior to their integration into the EU’s legal fra-
mework about a decade later).

Meeting on the occasion of the 800th anniversary of the University of Paris in May
1998, the ministers of higher education from France, Germany, Italy, and the UK called
on all their colleagues in Europe to join them in building an attractive EHEA. They
emphasized the desirability of comparable degrees and a two-cycle system for improving
student mobility and employability. The resulting Sorbonne Declaration codified their
commitments to work towards these objectives, albeit outside of the supranational insti-
tutional and legal framework. The Big Four met again in June 1999, together with minis-
ters from 25 European countries (including non-EU members), to launch the Bologna
Process for coordinating their national policies along 6 common objectives. Ravinet
(2008) argued that, by putting in place a coordination mechanism, Bologna institutiona-
lized a process of voluntary policy exchange that ultimately aimed towards some degree of
harmonization. Bologna hence catalysed the emergence of a European higher education
policy despite being a non-EU process. Before Bologna, policy in this domain has
largely been a collection of initiatives promoting exchange and mobility between different
national systems with different degree structures. The Bologna Process enabled the signa-
tories to steer existing and new initiatives towards shared aims. Its success in ushering in
reforms across Europe has transformed Bologna into a powerful ‘brand’ for those eager to
modernize their higher education sector (Scott 2012). What is remarkable is how the
Bologna Process came to be seen or refer to as an EU initiative both inside and outside
of Europe (Chou and Ravinet 2015a; Vukasovic 2016), suggesting that the Union is also
a powerful institutional brand capable of reforming a policy sector at the very heart of
nation building.

European research policy cooperation has experienced a similar ‘ebb and flow’ of pol-
itical willingness for deepening and widening supranational coordination despite having a
much longer history in European integration. Since the very beginning, research policy
cooperation was seen as having direct contribution to Europe’s economic recovery and
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industrial development (Guzzetti 1995). This particular perspective enabled the Commu-
nity to take action in research based on Article 235 of the Treaty establishing the EEC.6

This is an important distinction between European policy cooperation in research
versus higher education, which can be paraphrased in the observation that ‘when there
is a political will, there is a treaty way’. Cooperation was, however, limited – only in agri-
culture, energy, health, and the environment – until the 1980s when the European Com-
mission launched the multi-annual Framework Programme (FP) to fund research
throughout Europe. The thematic foci shifted, and were politically contested, throughout
all eight iterations of the FP (now known as Horizon 2020). For instance, under FP4, the
emphasis was on research in the fields of materials, designs, and manufacturing technol-
ogies that addressed more technical issues, whereas in FP5, the interest was shifted
towards promoting research that solved specific social problems. Under the current
Horizon 2020, the move is towards addressing Grand Challenges facing all humanity,
with an emphasis on innovative7 solutions. Despite these moving thematic foci, the FPs
came to symbolize European research policy for many. Indeed, characterizing this
cooperation between the 1980s and 2000, Banchoff (2002) argued that it would be resistant
to reforms attempting to alter its central feature as a distributive mechanism at the supra-
national-level. His argument may resonate strongly in the post-sovereign debt crisis period
in Europe when supranational funding may be the sole lifeline for many researchers, but
Banchoff (2002) directed his observation to the then just launched ERA, a European Com-
mission proposal for uniting the fragmented landscape of European research.

In January 2000, the European Commission announced the ERA initiative to improve
the general competitiveness of European research systems. It distinguished supranational
research policy as having been merely one dimension of the overall European develop-
ment. The European Commission stressed the negative effects of system fragmentation
by comparing Europe unfavourably with two of its main competitors – at the time,
Japan and the US. It asked the EU member states and all stakeholders to work together
towards an open scientific space within which scholars and scientists would move freely
to collaborate, share ideas, and, ultimately, innovate. The ambition, as it was later clarified,
was to replicate the Single Market – the foundational project of European integration – in
the area of knowledge. According to André (2006), this was an old idea in circulation since
the early 1970s and had failed repeatedly to acquire continual and strong political support.
This time around, however, the member states endorsed the European Commission’s call
for a common scientific area and designated the OpenMethod of Coordination (OMC) for
its implementation. The OMC is an approach for organizing cooperation based on the
principle of voluntary exchange: the participants are to discuss and adopt guidelines
and timetables for achieving common objectives, to share best practices, as well as to
carry out periodic monitoring for mutual learning. Unlike the Community Method of
policy-making, where the central institutions have Treaty roles, the OMC involves a
variety of policy actors inside and outside of the formal EU decision-making channels.
The construction of the ERA would thus appear to share similar policy-making dynamics
as the creation of the EHEA via the Bologna Process – but there are important differences
in practice.

What has been distinctive about establishing the ‘Areas’ making up the Europe of
Knowledge is the European Commission’s willingness and experience, as well as capacity,
to activate the range of policy instruments for the ERA vis-à-vis the EHEA. While others
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pointed to the European Commission’s expanding role in European higher education
policy cooperation through discourse and the level of financial support (cf. Beerkens
2008; Keeling 2006), I documented its ability to shift ERA objectives to other sectors,
such as migration, where it has Treaty competence to legislate (Chou 2012). In so
doing, I challenged Banchoff’s claim that EU research policy is necessarily stagnate,
without the possibility of transformation. My argument is that actions seeking to coordi-
nate and regulate diverse facets of knowledge are essentially ‘cross-cutting’, meaning that
responsibilities for implementing them are spread across multiple policy departments. By
framing efforts to establish the ERA as equivalent to a Single Market of Knowledge, the
European Commission attempted to tap into the modus operandi of the Single Market,
which goes beyond the OMC to include the Community Method. It certainly did so
through the language of the Single Market such as the free movement of knowledge or
the ‘fifth freedom’. This does not imply that the European Commission has succeeded
on all of its attempts; the record is rather mixed. Yet how the different sectors coalesce
around common policy objectives, as well as how they collide against one another,
would have implications for the overall terrain of the Europe of Knowledge. It is thus
essential to attend to how the individual sectors – higher education, research, innovation,
foreign policy, and migration, among others – interact with each other towards or away
from efforts to construct the Europe of Knowledge. The Lisbon Strategy, adopted in
March 2000 with the ambition to transform the Union into the most competitive knowl-
edge economy in the world,8 provided this very opportunity for systemic coordination and
inter-sectoral collision. As Gornitzka (2010, 540) articulated:

The Lisbon Strategy pushed knowledge policy areas, research and education to the centre of
the EU agenda. But it did more than that: it opened these sectors to the influx of the premises
and objectives of a wider audience. In short, it became a site for the horizontal dynamics of
change in the governance of the Europe of Knowledge. It showed how universities and their
governance were linked to and influenced by developments in other policy areas.

Our overall scholarly insights on how these interactions have transformed the evolving
terrains of the Europe of Knowledge are still wanting. For instance, while some have
observed the ‘Lisbonization’ of European higher education (cf. Haskel 2009; Keeling
2006), the extent to which the Lisbon Strategy influenced domestic policies and practices
is debated. Capano and Piattoni (2011, 601) highlighted, for example, the significance of
national policy legacies in determining how the Lisbon Strategy was ‘adapted to fit the
specific national contexts and to meet prevailing national interests’ (cf. Vukasovic
2016). In the same way, we lack an overview of the impact on the European terrain of com-
petitiveness when the idea of ‘excellence’ circulated throughout universities and labs in
Europe, as elsewhere, in the last two decades. We too know little about the institutional
and financial terrains of the Europe of Knowledge, rather than individual countries,
when new understandings of graduate degrees – paying vs. being paid – were embraced
and implemented. Although we have started to observe the fault lines from the Eurozone
fallout on the terrain of transnational and European youth, questions remain concerning
whether a ‘thicker’ European educational terrain supportive of EU’s identity-building
aspects of mobility programmes (‘schooling’) is taking shape, or a ‘thinner’ utilitarian
terrain promoting the functionalities of vocational training (‘skilling’) is dominating. Simi-
larly, the relationship between the Europe of Knowledge and comparable efforts to
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establish common higher education and research areas elsewhere is a fascinating black-
box that scholars are just beginning to pry open for comparative analysis. These empirical
blind-spots concerning the construction of the Europe of Knowledge should not, however,
be construed to mean that we have no analytical insights into its evolution.

In an edited volume that explicitly focussed on the Europe of Knowledge, Åse Gor-
nitzka and I highlighted three lessons that scholarly work on European higher education
and research policy cooperation tell us about the dynamics of European integration (Chou
and Gornitzka 2014). First, the contributions showed that multi-level tensions (i.e. ten-
sions between governance levels) and inter-sectoral tensions (tensions between policy
sectors and institutions responsible for coordination) are consistently observable across
the knowledge policy domain. ‘These tensions are present in everyday practices, inform
key decisional moments and, indeed, may even coexist in a single policy process’, we
found, ‘Yet the specific expressions they take are influenced by sector-specific conditions
within which European integration has taken place’ (Chou and Gornitzka 2014, 17). The
second lesson the volume offered addressed the tensions between past and current
decisions and policy activities. We called them sequential tensions – ‘the tensions
between the past and the future in which historical legacies and path dependence
become enabling/hindering factors shaping how institutions are built at the European
level and how the national level responds to European governance output’ (Chou and Gor-
nitzka 2014, 20). The final lesson the contributions provided revolved around whether a
coherent Europe of Knowledge would emerge from the myriad processes. ‘Coherence’,
we argued, ‘suggests that the processes leading to the European knowledge policy area
are based on calculated rational decisions in its design and expected outcomes. This has
clearly not been the case’ (Chou and Gornitzka 2014, 21). What then are the implications
for the terrains of the Europe of Knowledge over time?

In a special issue on the ‘NewHorizons in the Europe of Knowledge’, Inga Ulnicane and
I proposed that scholars interested in studying the Europe of Knowledge could approach it
as ‘an area in the making’ with three noticeable sets of boundaries (Chou and Ulnicane
2015): policy boundaries (research vs. higher education vs. others), political boundaries
(national vs. supranational vs. transnational), and geographical ormembership boundaries
(EU vs. ‘Europe’ vs. global). The policy and political boundaries delineate the sites of inter-
sectoral and multi-level tensions, respectively, that Gornitzka and I identified. Whereas
policy boundaries refer to the different sectors making up the Europe of Knowledge, pol-
itical boundaries denote the locations of regulatory competence and the actors who
possess it. For students of European integration, actors are generally seen as representing
either the interests of national constituents or the EU. Knowledge governance, however,
necessarily involves the University and the many members of this historical, and widely
considered cosmopolitan, institution, but are not easily categorized solely as those who
promote ‘national’ or ‘supranational’ interests. These actors include the faculty who
perform the research and teach the lessons, students who obtain their degrees and
demand which and how courses should be taught, staff and research administrators
who facilitate the daily work flows and performance assessments, research and teaching
assistants who ensure that experiments and departments are running, as well as presidents
and rectors who steer and lead the whole operation.9 Put simply, knowledge policy gov-
ernance is messy and fundamentally complex. Understanding how the diverse actors navi-
gate the channels of governance will reveal the locales of multi-level tensions.
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The membership boundaries of the Europe of Knowledge refer to the geographical
reach of its activities, which shift like the images of a rotating kaleidoscope and are far-
reaching. For instance, whereas the ERA membership is defined by access to Horizon
2020 (i.e. all EU member states and 13 Associated Countries10), EHEA membership is
more expansive – it includes 48 Bologna member states, the European Commission,
and 8 Consultative Members that are intergovernmental (e.g. UNESCO) and stakeholder
organizations (e.g. EUA). The geographical spread of the Europe of Knowledge is thus
already beyond the continental borders of what is commonly considered Europe.
Adding to this is a phenomenon that Ravinet and I termed as the rise of ‘higher education
regionalisms’ around the world (Chou and Ravinet 2015b). The EU is a key actor in this
development through its substantive financial support for inter-regional knowledge policy
cooperation with organizations such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN)11 and the Mercado Común del Sur (Mercosur), among others. The EU depart-
ments responsible for these inter-regional initiatives are not those specialized in education
or research, but are instead focussed on development aid or foreign policy. Furthermore,
‘Europe’ is also an important ideational source for regional partners seeking to refine and
consolidate their own models of knowledge policy cooperation (SEAMEO RIHED 2008;
Woldegiorgis, Jonck, and Goujon 2015). In the latter construct, ‘Europe’ is fluid and, as
I have observed in my current fieldwork in Southeast Asia, could mean the EU, multi-
lateral intergovernmental cooperation between European states (e.g. the Bologna
Process), or specific developments in European countries universally seen as demonstrat-
ing best practices (cf. Chaban et al. 2013; Scott 2012). Approaching the study of the Europe
of Knowledge from a geographical perspective poses several interesting challenges for
scholars because it necessarily requires a reconceptualization of what is to be taken for
granted – the long history of such cooperation within and without the political and
policy-making apparatus of European integration. Indeed, it suggests that we need to
situate the Europe of Knowledge construction within the global context of changing
higher education and research landscapes.

The global context and the Europe of Knowledge

Knowledge is undeniably global. This implies that attempts to manage the many facets of
knowledge – production, exchange, exploitation, containment, among others – inevitably
involve a cross-border dimension. Several key developments over the past decades have,
however, hastened the growing political significance of higher education, research, and
innovation in international, regional, and national arenas. For instance, the steady, but
rapid, shift from elite to mass and universal higher education means that more and
more of the world’s population is participating in tertiary education. This development
finds expression in diverse forms, including, for instance, increased public and private
investments in the higher education sector; the growth in the number of institutions offer-
ing tertiary degrees12; debates about access, quality, and the utility or futility of global
rankings of higher education institutions; as well as transformation of the University
and its role vis-à-vis the society, market, and the state (cf. Erkkilä 2013; Husén 1976;
Maassen and Olsen 2007; Pinheiro, Langa, and Pausits 2015; Trow 1999). Furthermore,
the turn towards knowledge as an important source of policy solutions to Grand Societal
challenges has attracted practitioners, political theorists, and policy scientists alike to
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examine the relationship between knowledge (tacit and expertise) and legitimate effective
governance (see Boswell 2012; Gornitzka and Holst 2015). Adding to this is the descrip-
tion of contemporary economies and societies as ‘knowledge-based’, drawing their com-
petitive advantage from well-functioning higher education and research sectors. Put
succinctly, the world is engaged in a ‘knowledge race’. The initiatives behind the
Europe of Knowledge must therefore be understood and comparatively examined in
this context.

While many approaches have been used to study the transformation of higher edu-
cation and research sectors around the world, globalization inevitably enters this discus-
sion and is depicted either as an opportunity or as a threat. For those who embrace the
narrative of globalization as opportunity, developments in the knowledge sectors are gen-
erally described as a positive and seamless process whereby people (academics and admin-
istrators alike), ideas, funding, and knowledge travel across geographical, political, and
disciplinary boundaries for everyone’s benefit (Chou, Kamola, and Pietsch 2016, 7–8).
For those who adopt the narrative of globalization as threat, the changes occurring in
higher education and research are symbols of a deep and profound crisis through
which the very foundations of these sectors are being eroded and corrupted (Chou,
Kamola, and Pietsch 2016, 8–9). Both perspectives have their limitations, not least the
simple depiction of the institutions (e.g. the University) and the actors who populate
them as passive recipients of globalization forces. In an edited volume on the transnational
politics of higher education, Isaac Kamola, Tamson Pietsch, and I argue that ‘frictions and
contestations’ are also fundamental to this transformation, meaning that the institutions
and actors are invested participants in these processes (Chou, Kamola, and Pietsch 2016).
We understand the global terrains of higher education and research to be highly uneven,
yet connected, and, following Tsing (2005, 5), it is ‘in the grip of encounter: friction’ that
we observe new configurations of ‘culture and power’. This perspective on globalization
and the transformation of knowledge sectors thus enabled us to focus on the intermedi-
aries – the actors who experience, contribute to, as well as create this friction – in order
to identify how they direct globalization forces: fully or selectively towards their insti-
tutions, or away altogether (see Gornitzka 2013; Oliver 1991). Studying the Europe of
Knowledge from within and from without means attending to the presence of global con-
nections and the many frictions that define and redefine higher education and research
terrains in the world.

An analytical framework of ideas, institutions, instruments, and interests

The challenge facing all those interested in studying the Europe of Knowledge, specifically,
and the transformation of the knowledge sectors, more generally, is how to contribute to
collective insights without sinking into disciplinary and analytical particularities. While in
the above I have already identified several analytical perspectives applied to examining this
phenomenon, in the remainder of this editorial I will outline a heuristic framework for this
purpose. This broad approach builds on four established perspectives in the social sciences
– ideational, institutional, policy instruments, and interests-based – that would enable
scholarly discussions to move beyond the current divisions that characterize research
on the Europe of Knowledge. Given the space limitation, the overview of various literature
strands will inevitably be simplistic, and discussions about their epistemological roots
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absent. My objective is not to argue for the utility of particular analytical and theoretical
strands, nor to test their tenets. Instead, my goal is to enable exchanges within the wider
scholarly community interested in higher education, research, and innovation develop-
ments in Europe and beyond to discuss the roles ideas, institutions, instruments, and
interests play in containing or opening up spaces in complex multi-level interactions.
This is because the wide empirical scope involved in studying the changing European
and global knowledge terrains necessarily requires collaboration between scholars. Fur-
thermore, as it will become clear below, ideas, institutions, instruments, and interests
are certainly related: institutions delineate the spaces and arenas within which ideas are
put forth and debated, instruments may be reconceptualized as institutions, actor interests
determine institutional designs and instrument selection, and ideas help actors make sense
and articulate their interests. The less-than-clear-cut separation between ideas, insti-
tutions, instruments, and interests thus actually demand greater collaboration between
scholars interested in knowledge policy developments.

Ideas are experiencing a comeback in analyses of political life, and at the heart of this
debate are how and why ideas ‘matter’ in policy-making outcomes. Three waves of idea-
tional scholarship have sought to clarify this relationship (Blyth 2016).13 The first wave
championed causal ideas as the driver behind the ‘transformation of difficulties into pol-
itical problems’ in the policy-making process (Stone 1989, 282). For these scholars, politics
is not merely the ‘pursuit of self-interest’ in which the most powerful dictate the outcomes
(Campbell 2002, 21); ideas shape how actors perceive the world and are thus embedded in
the very way in which they articulate and understand their interests. The second wave
ushered the ideational perspective into mainstream political science by outlining the
causal pathways that ideas travel to convert understandings about the world into
problem definition, policy formulation, coalition building, policy adoption, implemen-
tation, and evaluation (cf. Béland 2009; Berman 2001; Goldstein and Keohane 1993;
Hall 1993; McNamara 1998). By delineating these causal pathways, ideas also determine
which actors are participants or mere (distant) observers in these processes. We are
now amidst the third wave of ideational scholarship, which seeks to theorize the power
of ideas – that is to say the power ‘through, over and in’ ideas (Carstensen and Schmidt
2016). The recent wave focuses on the relationship between power and ideas, and proposes
that ideas may alter power constellations through persuasion of others (power through
ideas); exclusion of alternative ideas and actors who promote them (power over ideas);
and institutionalization whereby their very authority is rarely questioned (power in ideas).

The ideational perspective thus offers rich analytical tools to examine the construction
of the Europe of Knowledge, which is replete with ideas – such as ‘competitiveness’, ‘inter-
nationalization’, ‘modernization’, ‘borderless knowledge’, ‘talent’, ‘excellence’, and the ubi-
quitous and elusive ‘innovation’, just to name a few – that guide and steer these processes.
Studies that show which ideas about the Europe of Knowledge gained political currency
over time, and how they were translated into policy and implemented, or abandoned
during the long processes leading up to policy formulation, negotiation, or adoption,
would go some ways to mapping its changing terrains. Similarly, research into how
certain ideas sweep through the global knowledge terrains to bring about isomorphism
– or apparent isomorphism – of university and scientific practices would surely
improve our understanding of the transformation of these sectors.
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Institutions are central to contemporary studies of political life, and the new institution-
alism literature, similar to the ideational scholarship, is interested in how and why insti-
tutions ‘matter’ in policy-making processes. This is a well-established literature that
examines how embedded formal and informal rules and procedures, which organize
how actors behave, affect political and policy outcomes across all governance levels (cf.
Hall and Taylor 1996; March and Olsen 1998; Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Schmidt
2008). The different strands that make up the broad new institutionalism literature
offer distinctive perspectives on how institutions effect the observed arrangements: as
an embodiment of rational actors calculating their current and future interests
(rational-choice institutionalism); as a manifestation of what is considered the ‘right
thing to do’ (sociological or constructivist institutionalism); as a series of lock-in decisions
which make path-deviating reforms increasingly difficult (historical institutionalism); as
an organized arena where ideas, articulated through discourse, shape, and fill actor
decisions (discursive institutionalism).

The resonance that the new institutionalist approach found in mainstream social
science is echoed in studies on higher education, research, and innovation developments
in Europe and beyond. Indeed, scholars who have embraced the institutionalist perspec-
tive have shown, inter alia, how initially voluntary arrangements such as the Bologna
Process was institutionalize over time; how European research policy cooperation can sim-
ultaneously exhibit signs of inertia and change; and how the institutional homes of
respective policy sectors that make up the Europe of Knowledge have profound impacts
on the framing of initiatives and the feasibility of their adoption and translation into prac-
tice. The maturity of institutionalist studies on the Europe of Knowledge is such that the
next stage must be explicitly and systematically comparative in less explored areas. For
instance, scholars can compare the institutionalization, as well as re- and de-institutiona-
lization, processes across the individual knowledge sectors. The institutionalist approach
can also be fruitfully applied to compare European processes in the knowledge sectors with
those taking place elsewhere – in Africa, Latin America, Asia; it can illuminate the con-
ditions under which the same rules and practices are embraced or rejected. Similarly,
longitudinal institutionalist studies using archival resources (such as Corbett’s research
into universities and higher education) are needed if we are to improve our insights
into the slow moving processes converging in recent decades to reveal transformation.
For comparative institutional studies (across sector, geographical regions, time), the ques-
tion is one of research design, and careful consideration needs to be given to identify and
assess the units of analysis.

Over the last decade social scientists have renewed their interests in the relationship
between instruments and governance, with the debate moving away from the effectiveness
of instrument choice (a functional concern) to ‘public policy instrumentation’. At the
heart of this shift is the reconceptualization of instruments as institutions that need to
be brought to life; instrument choice is thus rarely neutral and close examination would
reveal the relationship between the governing and the governed. According to Lascoumes
and Le Galès (2007, 3), ‘every instrument constitutes a condensed form of knowledge
about social control and ways of exercising it’. The new approach – the political sociology
perspective – promotes the power dimension in studies of instruments: instruments are
social institutions that organize relationship by ‘confront(ing) actors with structures of
opportunities, influencing how they behave and privileging certain actors and interests
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over others’ (Kassim and Le Galès 2010, 4). Selecting an instrument over another implies
exercising power via inclusion and exclusion.

As a site of innovative governance, the Europe of Knowledge has attracted scholars who
applied the instrument perspective to examine the choice and effects of instrument selection.
For instance, several have studied the instrumentation of the OMC in higher education and
research (Gornitzka 2005; Lange and Alexiadou 2010; McGuinness and O’Carroll 2010).
Similarly, since a prominent side effect of public policy instrumentation is the turn to stat-
istical observations that would enable generalization about the studied population, scholars
interested in the transformation of the knowledge sectors around the world have investigated
governing by ‘numbers’ (Grek 2009) and ‘rankings’ (Erkkilä 2013). Many topics remain,
however, under- or unexplored. Indeed, research is just emerging about the effect of Big
Data on education (cf. Williamson 2016), but we know little about its effects on policy
decisions across knowledge sectors (higher education, research, and innovation) and govern-
ance levels (disciplinary, institutional, national, supranational, and global). This is an
especially promising avenue for research given the exponentially growing digitization of aca-
demic life – use of online media for teaching, sharing of research findings, and academic net-
working – and its measurement through bibliometric means.

Interests-based approaches require very little introduction because their variants have
been mainstream perspectives across the social sciences. Indeed, they often inform the
conventional accounts against which new narratives, based on alternative analytical
approaches or paradigms, contest. By drawing attention to interests-based approaches
for studying the construction of the Europe of Knowledge, I want to highlight the
utility of such an intuitive perspective for examining related aspects in these processes:
actor strategies, and interest group representation in the knowledge policy sectors. The
emergence of the Europe of Knowledge has been a series of calculated decisions and
manoeuvres since the beginning of European integration. Gornitzka and Metz (2014a,
2014b) have detailed some of these processes behind decisions to create the European
Research Council, and the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (cf. Corbett
2005 for the long history behind the initiation of European higher education policy
cooperation). But we know the ideas for both institutions were not new, and an inter-
ests-based account would complement ideational or institutional ones on how and why
the interest constellations were able to produce the observable results, whereas the pre-
vious attempts did not. Interest group representation and lobbying in the knowledge
policy sector is also a less explored theme that warrants more scholarly attention.
There are many Brussels-based organizations claiming to represent and protect the
interests of national research and higher education systems, and the many actors
who work or study at universities and research labs (e.g. scientists, junior scholars,
and students), and yet our insights into their internal workings and external
coalition-building are wanting. A (digital) mapping of these organizations, and how
they joined forces or contested over time, would go a long way to delineating the inter-
est terrains in the Europe of Knowledge.

Overview of articles

This special issue opens with the idea that has seized the imagination of policy-makers
around the world and is affecting the European knowledge terrain: excellence. The EU
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unveiled its new ‘Composite Indicator for Scientific and Technological Research Excel-
lence’ in 2013, marking what Mads Sørensen, Carter Bloch, and Mitchell Young argue
to be a turning point in how excellence is understood in European policy-making. In
‘Excellence in the knowledge-based economy: from scientific to research excellence’,
they trace and examine how the EU’s understanding of excellence has evolved from
the launch of the Lisbon Strategy in 2000 to its continuation today through the
Europe 2020 Strategy. Studying the range of European Commission proposals,
reports, and working papers, as well as Council meeting minutes and documents
from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), they
identify a distinct shift in both discourse and policy approach. In the earlier period,
they show how excellence is a ‘fuzzy concept’, fused with basic research and the scien-
tists and scholars who carry out that research. Excellence is then only unveiled by the
Gold Standard of basic research: peer review. What this means in policy terms is that
the emphasis has been placed on inputs and resources supporting excellence. In the
current period, they demonstrate, excellence is given a definitive shape and is linked
with a particular type of knowledge: that which produces ‘breakthroughs’. The impli-
cation is such that policy-makers have shifted the focus towards steering the very pro-
duction of such knowledge, or so they intended. Sørensen, Bloch, and Young argue that
this discursive and policy change is evidenced by the ‘excellence in research’ indicator
and its rationale. They conclude with the implications for research policy and for how
science is conducted and funded in Europe when we start to measure ‘excellence’
according to EU’s quantitative indicators.

Turning to the EU’s longstanding mobility instrument – the Erasmus mobility pro-
gramme – Amelia Hadfield and Robert Summerby-Murray investigate the evolving Euro-
pean education terrain through the lens of the Erasmus programme. In ‘Vocation or
vocational? Reviewing European Union education and mobility structures’, they
compare the original educative philosophies of the Erasmus programme vis-à-vis the
periods of post-EU enlargement and post-Euro crisis. Hadfield and Summerby-Murray
find that there has been a profound shift in how mobility is interpreted: instead of the
knowledge, creativity, and understanding embedded in what they see as the heritage of
education policy in Europe, there is now a more prominent reductivist mantra of compe-
titiveness and performance coming from the European-level. Their findings are congruent
with those from Sørensen, Bloch, and Young. Hadfield and Summerby-Murray draw on
geography studies, EU studies, and the Copenhagen School to interpret a number of
surveys taken between 2012 and 2014 at various higher education institutions in the
UK, Belgium, and Canada. They demonstrate how these surveys shed light on the specific
student attitudes towards the Erasmus programme, as well as its overall ability to develop a
contemporary European identity. Hadfield and Summerby-Murray conclude that mobility
has been replaced by mobilization, with the ‘thick’ socio-cultural goals the European Com-
mission originally propounded steadily giving way to more functional requirements of
vocational studies and skills, ultimately raising the prospect of a ‘terrain of disaffection’
among today’s young European citizens.

Several important changes were made in 2014 when the EU merged and simplified the
implementation of several existing financial instruments in the knowledge policy sector.
Daiva Repečkaitė, who worked as an evaluator for several of these programmes, examines
one such change. In ‘Reframing European doctoral training for the new ERA’, she
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considers the split of the Erasmus Mundus programme, which promotes ‘globally com-
petitive courses’, ‘joint degrees’ (masters and doctoral), and ‘EU’s development
cooperation’. The split involved the transfer of the doctoral component of the Erasmus
Mundus programme to the Initial Training Networks of the Marie Curie Actions.
While this move indicates a programmatic streamlining given that the Initial Training
Networks are explicitly designed to train and ‘improve the career prospects for doctoral
candidates’, Repečkaitė argues that this transfer masks a more profound change in how
doctoral education is perceived vis-à-vis postgraduate training (i.e. masters) at the Euro-
pean-level. She shows how this clear separation between masters and doctoral degrees
signals European policy-makers’ belief that EU citizens should ‘pay for education’ while
‘being paid to research’. Her explanation is rooted in the institutional perspective,
meaning that the institutional ‘homes’ of Erasmus Mundus (in Education) and Marie
Curie Actions (in Research) define the rules of operation. Hence, by simply moving an
instrument into another institutional setting, a new meaning concerning its functionality
is implied. Using surveys and case study materials collected from interim evaluations in
which she participated (i.e. ErasmusMundus II, Marie Curie Actions), Repečkaitė explains
how and why the European Commission decided to move joint doctoral degrees from the
realm of the EHEA to the realm of the ERA.

Concluding this special issue is a contribution that examines the shifting terrains of the
Europe of Knowledge from an entirely different perspective: comparative regionalism. In
‘The emergent terrains of “higher education regionalism”: How and why higher education
is an interesting case for comparative regionalism’, Pauline Ravinet and I explain why
higher education policy cooperation is an excellent entry point for those interested in
investigating how policy actors use the geographical region (e.g. Europe, Latin America,
and Asia) and regional institutions to mitigate the effects of globalization on the higher
education sector. Our starting point is the curious lack of engagement between the com-
parative regionalism literature, on the one hand, and higher education studies beyond the
Bologna Process and European integration studies, on the other. While there is plenty of
research on the Bologna Process to constitute its own specialized field of research, we
found that this literature rarely ventures beyond the geographical boundaries of Europe
to systematically compare these developments with those occurring in other regions.
Moreover, we find there is also an analytical bias that assumes the Bologna Process is
an accepted ‘way to modernize higher education’ around the world. In the same way,
studies on European integration have also evolved into a highly specialized field, with
its unique taken-for-granted concepts, and its assumption that the institutional and
policy processes involved in reunifying Europe are truly N = 1. We discuss how the
recent revival of interests among EU scholars for comparative regionalism is promising
for generating insights into the transformation of global higher education and research
terrains. In so doing, we attend to the interaction between ideas, interests, and existing
institutional frameworks in shaping the world’s knowledge terrains.

What the contributions have in common is their invitation to consider how the Euro-
pean and global terrains in the knowledge sectors are being transformed when the same
ideas take hold of the political imagination and are implemented, when instruments are
re-organized to give new meanings, and when comparisons are made without existing
and overt biases. They show how we may gain greater insights into how the various ter-
rains collide and converge at the fault-lines to form new landscapes in the higher
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education and research domains. More importantly, the contributions encourage us to
begin thinking about how these shifts in the knowledge landscapes are affecting other
sectors of society, politics, and economy. It is now up to us to continue this conversation
beyond this special issue.

Notes

1. Elken et al. (2011, 5) searched the phrase ‘Europe of Knowledge’ on the EU’s official website
in 2010 and received no less than ‘574 hits’; 225 of these documents were classified as belong-
ing to research and development policy, and 58 belonged to education, teaching, vocational
training and youth.

2. I exclude the EU’s Innovation Union (IU) in this discussion about the Europe of Knowledge
because the IU is a transversal initiative announced in 2012 as part of the seven flagship
initiatives of the Europe 2020 Strategy. While ‘Delivering the European Research Area’ is
one of IU’s 30 action points, the long history of the emergence and struggles to construct
the EHEA and the ERA provides a richer foundation for the current discussion. Certainly,
theoretically driven and empirically rigorous studies into how the respective policy sectors
that make up the Europe of Knowledge have formally co-opted the other two sectors to
advance developments in its own sector would provide a greater understanding of this
phenomenon.

3. The EURATOM Treaty is distinct from the Treaty establishing the EEC, commonly referred to
as the Treaty of Rome. The EEC Treaty and its subsequent revisions are the legal foundation
behind the EU as we know it today.

4. The key conventions concerning higher education are the following: (1) European Conven-
tion on the Equivalence of Diplomas leading to Admission to Universities (1953, ETS15) and
its Protocol (1964, ETS49); (2) European Convention on the Equivalence of Periods of Uni-
versity Study (1956, ETS21); (3) European Convention on the Academic Recognition of Uni-
versity Qualifications (1959, ETS32); (4) Convention on the Recognition of Studies,
Diplomas and Degrees Concerning Higher Education in the States belonging to the
Europe Region (1979); (5) European Convention on the General Equivalence of Periods of
University Study (1990, ETS138); and (6) Convention on the recognition of qualifications
concerning Higher Education in the European Region (1997, ETS165). The development
of some of these Conventions relied on EU developed instruments such as the European
Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) and Diploma Supplement.

5. Conférence permanente des Recteurs, Présidents et Vice-Chanceliers des Universités
européennes.

6. Now Article 352 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU.
7. The fascination with innovation is on-going. At the start of 2016, the EU Research Commis-

sioner Carlos Moedas presented his idea for a European Innovation Council (EIC), which
seeks to emulate the success of the well-known European Research Council (cf. the history
of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology in Gornitzka and Metz 2014b).

8. The EU member states renewed their commitments to the Lisbon Strategy in 2010 when they
adopted the Europe 2020 Strategy.

9. This list excludes the external service providers who support the running of modern univer-
sities and their maintenance.

10. For simplicity, I exclude third countries invited to participate in specific Horizon 2020
schemes and projects. Their inclusion certainly widens the boundaries of the ERA to,
indeed, the world.

11. The EU Support to Higher Education in ASEAN Region (EU SHARE) is an example of such
an initiative. With an operational budget of €10 million for 2015–2019, SHARE seeks to
‘strengthen regional co-operation, enhance the quality, regional competitiveness and interna-
tionalisation of ASEAN higher education institutions and students, contributing to an
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ASEAN Community in 2015 and beyond’ (see: https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/projects/eu-
support-higher-education-asean-region-eu-share_en, accessed on 26 January 2016).

12. The International Association of Universities (2015) estimates that there are more than
17,000 institutes around the world offering tertiary degrees.

13. This simplistic overview does not go into details about where ideational scholars stand on the
broader rational-choice and constructivist spectrum, something also visible in the institu-
tionalism literature (see Hall and Taylor 1996).
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